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GRAPHS IN A LEGAL RESEARCH
SYSTEM
By John Miano
The Legal Research System of the Future makes extensive use of graphs. A graph is a mathematic construct,
consisting of objects with connected by links. This diagram shows a graph with six objects and seven links.

Graphs have been extensively studied in mathematics.
The properties of graph structures are well known.
Graphs are used commonly to structure data. In the data
context objects are usually called nodes and the links are
called relationships.
In the legal research setting, the citations among court
opinions form graphs.
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The opinions are nodes in a graph and the citations define relationships (A cites B or, alternatively, B is cited by
A). These relationships form a specialized form of graph
called an acyclic directed graph. If one starts at an opinion, following a cites b relationships across nodes never
returns to the starting node.
The use of graphs for data storage has become much
easier in recent years with the wide availability of graph
databases. The most common method of large data storage is a relational database in which data is stored in
tabular form. A relational database represent a graph
however, graph database does so more efficiently.
A query like this, looking for directly linked opinions—
What opinions cite United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct.
945, 565 U.S. ___ (2012)?
—can execute efficiently using both a traditional relational database or a graph database.
However, if the query becomes (looking for opinions indirectly cited)—
What opinions are linked to United States v. Jones, 132
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S. Ct. 945, 565 U.S. ___ (2012) within 2 citations?
—the performance of a relational database deteriorates
but a graph database tends to have very good performance.
The differential in performance between a relational
database and a graph database grows as the relationship
range expands. Queries like this tend to be impracticable
in a relational database but not in a graph database:
What opinions are linked to United States v. Jones, 132
S. Ct. 945, 565 U.S. ___ (2012) within 10 citations?
Graph databases provide an efficient mechanism for identifying distant relationships like these that are the key to
legal research.
Social network web sites have been the pioneers in using graph databases. They face a similar problem that legal researcher have. Instead of tracking what cites what
they track at who knows who.
Most legal research involves relationship analysis. One
searches or uses analytical material to find a starting
point then examines relationships to do the research. If
one finds an opinion that is on point to a legal problem, it
is likely that opinions that cite or are cited by that opinion are also on point. Citation relationships among opinions create a cluster of opinions that are likely to address
the same topic. In fact, a legal search engine should incorporate relationship analysis.
Because relationship analysis is the main part of legal
research, a graph database is a natural way to represent
the relationships among legal content. However, it is unlikely that any of the major legal research vendors have
used graph databases for this purpose yet.
A major issue with graph analysis of legal content is
how to filter the relationships to so that one can do a use-
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ful analysis. An important court opinion can be cited by
thousands of other opinions. A subgraph, starting from
such an opinion and having just two levels of citation,
could have so many nodes that it would be unmanageable
for analysis.
The most useful way to filter a court opinion citation
subgraph for legal research purposes is by legal topic.
That kind of filtering requires taking a different approach
to organizing legal topics.
GRAPHS AND LEGAL TOPICS
The current approach for organizing legal topics is
through a taxonomy. The Legal Research System of the
Future eliminates the legal topic taxonomy. It is replaced
by a legal topic graph.
A taxonomy is a structure called a tree. A tree is a
graph where there is exactly one path between each node
and any other node. In a taxonomy the relationships between nodes indicate specificity (i.e., Topic A is more/less
specific than Topic B).
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A taxonomy, with its specialization/generalization relationships, provides a convenient way to navigate legal
topics, especially on paper. Unfortunately, taxonomies are
not a good representation of legal topics for filtering
graphs. The taxonomy approach creates two problems.
First, many nodes in a legal taxonomy tend to be organizational, rather than actual topics. Near the top of the
tree, there are likely to be nodes, such as Civil Procedure
or Torts, that are one would not assign to a paragraph in
a legal opinion as the topic being discussed. Second (and
most importantly), the nodes for closely related topics can
be far away in a taxonomy structure.
Consider the case of standing in the federal courts. If
you do a taxonomical analysis of legal topics starting at
Civil Procedure, you are going to eventually come to top-
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ics related to answering a complaint. One such topic
would be a motion to dismiss on standing under Fed. R.
Civ. P 12(b)(1). Beneath that topic, one will reach more
specific topics addressing Standing, such as Injury of
Fact.
If you do a taxonomical analysis starting at Constitutional Law, you will eventually reach the topic of Case or
Controversy. From there you will reach standing topics
and, eventually, Injury in Fact, producing something a
taxonomy structure like this (shown highly simplified):

Injury in Fact under Constitutional Law or Civil Procedure is that exact same legal concept. A taxonomy organization must either have the same topic listed twice (with
the choice of application to a court opinion depending upon whether the discussion is more Civil Procedure-like or
more Constitutional Law-like) or put the topic in only one
major area.
In any event, the closely related legal topics of Case or
Controversy and 12(b)(1) Motion to Dismiss will be far
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apart in a taxonomy. In a more general graph, their relationship can be more accurately represented.

Effective citation graph filtering by legal topic requires
relationship definitions that have closely related topics to
have closely related nodes. Using the taxonomy above to
filter a citation graph using 12(b)(1) Motion is likely to
exclude opinions addressing the topic of Case or Controversy.
The relationships between topics in a graph might have
an attribute that specifies proximity. This would allow
topic pairs, separated by the same number of relationships, to have different distances.
Creating a legal topic graph requires taking a different
approach than creating a legal topic taxonomy. While a
taxonomy structure is a subset of a graph structure, an
effective organization of topics is inherently different. One
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significant difference is that a topic graph is likely to have
topics with no connection to each other (i.e., islands of topics).
Determining the best implementation for a legal topic
graph in a specific environment would require experimentation. For example, one might create a node that represents Causes of Action. Each legal topic that is a cause of
action would be related to that node. Alternatively, each
legal topic that is a cause of action might have an attribute that indicates this.
Tagging the legal topic to the text, rather than the citation, opens the door to additional analyses. It allows looking at how close the topics of citing passages are to the
cited passages.
CITATION GRAPHS AND LEGAL TOPIC
GRAPHS
The Legal Research System of the Future relies heavily
on graphs. Its court opinion content set is structured so
that it has:
1. Court opinions
2. Passages in the opinions tagged to one or more legal
topics where appropriate
3. Citations links are resolved to specific paragraphs
4. Legal topics organized as a graph with close topics
having relationships.
With such a content set one can take an opinion and, for
each citation, identify the legal topic the citation is for in
general terms by looking at the legal topic in the citing
paragraph and the legal topic in the cited paragraph.
These may be different legal topics but they should be
close.
Using a graph database we could then do a query like
What opinions are linked to United States v. Students
Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures, 412 U.S.
669 (1973) are within 2 citations for a legal topic that is
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within 2 topical nodes of Case or Controversy?
This combines a relationship search among court opinions with a relationship search among legal topics. This
type of query would not be effective if the legal topics are
organized in a taxonomy, where related topics could be
widely separated (and are likely to be widely separated in
this example).
A different type of query in a graph database could be:
Identify all causes of action addressed by the New Mexico courts
Or even
Identify all causes of action addressed by Nevada courts
that have not been addressed by Illinois courts
It is possible to include additional citation information
in a graph model. The attributes can be encoded within
the citation relationship. For example, a citation relationship may include an indication of why it is citing (e.g., factual or legal) or may indicate approval or disapproval of
the cited authority.
Ideally, the assignment of legal topics to passages
should be automated. Unfortunately, this is a complex
task. There are software vendors who claim to have this
capability. However, vendors that assign legal topics appear to do so using editors. If it is not possible to do now,
automatic topic assignment should be available in the
near future.
CONTENT RELATIONSHIPS
Citation relationships are the best-known category in legal research. One type of relationship that current legal
research systems tend not to exploit is relationships
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among content types.
For example, if you are doing statutory research, you
will examine relationships like these that usually do not
exist in legal research system.

The Legal Research System of the Future recognizes
the graph relationships among content types and allows
the customer to start from a document of a specific type
and return all the documents of different types that are
related to the original document.
A customer can do a query like this
Return all documents related to H.R. 3736, 105th Congress as introduced.
Such a query would return all the bills, committee reports, statutes, and regulations related to the queried bill.
CONCLUSION
Current legal research systems merely are search engines
on top legal content. However, search is not research. A
legal research system that provided the ability to easily
analyze the graph structures inherent in legal information would be a great improvement over the systems
that exist now.

